An analysis of the barbell motion depending on its weight in disabled powerlifting
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Abstract

Background: The aim of the study was to assess the symmetry of flexion and extension movements in upper limbs in disabled powerlifters during bench press with different barbell loads.

Material/Methods: 29 disabled athletes from the National Powerlifting Team were examined. Mean age was between 23.9 ± 6.1. Mean sport experience was 5.4 ± 3.6 years.

Results: Both flexion and extension movement were performed symmetrically, which was indicated by an insignificant (p < 0.05) difference in the movement onset in the left and the right upper limb.

Conclusions: Time differences in the movement onset and the achievement of maximal angular velocity were statistically insignificant in all trials (loads from 40% to 95% 1RM). During extension with loads over 60% 1RM differences in time of achieving maximal angular velocity were statistically significant or close.
Introduction

Disabled powerlifting is a Paralympic discipline mainly based on strength training which is commonly practiced by disabled athletes, not only powerlifters. In powerlifting an athlete performs a bench press (lowering the barbell towards the chest and pressing it upwards until full elbow extension) in a supine position. The movement can be described as flexion and extension of the upper limbs in shoulder and elbow joints.

During each bench press the athlete must generate strength both during flexion (downward barbell motion) and extension (upward barbell motion) in order to overcome the barbell load. Generating strength in different time periods can be seen as an important factor influencing untimely fatigue, injuries resulting from overload of one upper limb and incorrect technique [2, 9]. The athlete should perform the movement controlling both the velocity and the range of motion in shoulder and elbow joints. During flexion muscles work eccentrically, while during extension concentrically. A change in the direction of movement does not allow the utilization of additional energy coming from the stretch reflex. This situation results from the rules which state that the barbell must stop on the chest. Therefore, the complete barbell motion must be considered as two independent biomechanical movements.

It can be suspected that the movement asymmetry will increase with the barbell load [9]. A reduced ability to generate power in both upper limbs in comparison to one limb was extensively studied in different tasks such as: lower limbs extension [5, 6, 8, 14, 15], foot dorsiflexion [12], elbow flexion and extension [7, 11, 13], wrist extension and handgrip [11, 13]. However, in some of those the asymmetry was insignificant [11, 14] or negative. It was observed that power achieved by both upper limbs working simultaneously was greater than the sum of two upper limbs working separately [8]. It was also dependent on the examined population [14], task [6] and body parts [11].

Although asymmetry in different movements was extensively studied, there are few studies regarding functional and dynamic asymmetry considered as a factor determining the training process progress of disabled athletes. It seems that this knowledge regarding asymmetry can be crucial for coaching but also useful in teaching symmetrical physical activities.

Assuming that one criterion of a correct bench press is the symmetry of movement, it can be supposed that some stages of the bench press should be performed simultaneously. If this does not happen, it will be possible to determine the load that caused the least asymmetry.

The aim of the study was to assess the symmetry of flexion and extension movements in upper limbs in disabled powerlifters during bench press with different barbell loads.

Material and methods

Material. 29 disabled athletes from the National Powerlifting Team were examined. The mean age was between 23.9 ± 6.1, which the mean sport experience was 5.4 ± 3.6 years.

All subjects had normal upper limbs function. Powerlifting as a Paralympic sport is open to athletes with the following eight eligible physical impairments (impaired muscle power, impaired passive range of movement, limb deficiency, leg length difference, short stature, hypertonia, ataxia, and athetosis) with a range of physical disabilities, including (cerebral palsy, spinal cord injuries, lower limb amputation, poliomyelitis), who meet the current minimal eligibility criteria and can perform, safely and appropriately, according to the IPC Powerlifting rules. All eligible athletes compete in one sport class, but in different weight categories.

Method. The study was conducted in January 2010 at the gym of the University School of Physical Education in Wroclaw, Education Center for the Disabled in Wroclaw and Sport Center “Zawisza” in Bydgoszcz.

The athletes performed a bench press with 40%1RM, 60%1RM, 80%1RM and 95%1RM (1RM – one repetition maximum) in a supine position. There was a 3-minute rest between successive attempts. 1RM for each athlete was established the day before according to Dahoney and Dias procedure [3, 4]. The maximal grip width was determined by arm adduction of 90° in the frontal plane and elbows bent at 90°.

Equipment. In order to evaluate the movement symmetry two uniaxial potentiometric goniometers, placed on both elbow joints, were used. The goniometer arm coincided with the
upper arm and the forearm long axis. The axis of rotation of the goniometer coincided with the elbow joint axis. The onset of flexion and extension movement was determined based on recording of angle changes in the elbow joint as a function of time. It also allowed determining the time point of maximal angular velocity during flexion and extension.

Data processing. Based on the data obtained from goniometers, angular velocities in the right and left elbow joint were calculated. The onset of movement and time point of maximum angular velocity in the right and left elbow joint during flexion and extension were determined. Based on that the value difference of onset time and maximal angular velocities were calculated (Fig. 1). A greater value of the difference indicated asymmetry, and a lower value indicated that the movement was performed more symmetrically. A positive value of the time difference meant that the left upper limb movement began earlier than the right one, and the negative difference value that the left upper limb movement began later than the right one.
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**Fig. 1.** A sample record of the change in angular velocity in the right (VP) and the left (VL) elbow joint with time variations during flexion and extension [rad/s]

Statistics. Empirical distributions of the analyzed characteristics did not differ significantly from the normal distribution, as determined with the Shapiro-Wilk test. An analysis of distributions at different barbell loads and time difference analysis was completed with t-test for dependent samples.

Results
Asymmetry of the downward and upward barbell motion was revealed by insignificant (p < 0.05) differences in the movement onset in the left and the right arm (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Distribution of the time difference of flexion and extension movement onset in both upper limbs with 40% 1RM to 95% 1RM

**Time difference in achieving maximal angular velocity.** During flexion most athletes achieved the maximal velocity at almost the same time point (Fig. 3), which was represented by insignificant time difference (p < 0.05).

Fig. 3. Distribution of the time difference values for the maximum angular velocity during flexion in both upper extremities with 40% to 95% 1RM

During extension the same general tendency was observed (Fig. 4). Also in this case, most of the subjects achieved the maximal velocity at approximately the same time point. However, with the increased barbell load (from 60% to 80% 1RM) more athletes achieved the maximal velocity at different time points. These differences were statistically significant (p < 0.05).
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Fig. 4. Maximal angular velocity achievement time during extension in both upper limbs with 40% to 95% 1RM

Discussion

The aim of the study was to determine the differences in flexion and extension movement onset and achievement of the maximal angular velocity in the elbow joint. These parameters did not change significantly with the increased barbell load. It suggests that most movements were performed symmetrically. However, based on the available studies, it could have been suspected that asymmetry would increase with the load [3].

In these studies, the primary criterion of symmetry assessment was the difference in the motion onset and achievement of maximal angular velocity in both elbows joints. It means that the beginning of movement and achievement of maximal angular velocity should appear simultaneously in the right and left upper limb.

With the increased load the asymmetry increased neither during flexion nor extension. In only a few cases differences of flexion and extension onset were significant (more than one second - with 40% 1RM). This does not mean that with the least load the asymmetry was the greatest but only that two subjects started the movement this way.

The maximal angular velocity achievement time was similar in both upper limbs. A tendency (statistically insignificant) towards asymmetry was observed with (or more) 60% 1RM. However, the symmetry of the extension movement deteriorated with the increasing load. Most athletes achieved the maximal angular velocity at almost the same time point; however, the differences between 60% 1RM and 80% 1RM were significant. A similar phenomenon (although statistically insignificant) was observed between 80% 1RM and 95% 1RM. So during extension subjects performed the bench press in a symmetrical manner up to 60% of 1RM. With greater loads the asymmetry increased, which could be explained by the fact that muscle tension decreased with the increasing load, and subsequently movements were performed with lower tension of synergistic muscles. This meant a lower number of excited motor units, resulting in less accurate movement control.

Based on this observation, a question arises why the eccentric movement, which is more difficult in control, was performed more symmetrically than the concentric one? In this case, it was probably related to a greater difficulty in accomplishing the upward motion. During this phase, athletes had to generate maximal strength. Whereas the downward movement with the gravity does not require so much muscle activity, and therefore the asymmetry increased significantly only during extension.

It can be concluded that if the goal of the training process is to improve technique or any other motor skill using greater loads, it would be more efficient to do that using downward movement. More generally, it could be stated that working on technique would be more effective in eccentric exercise. However, it should be noted that only two repetitions of an eccentric exercise with the
maximal load can cause a significant decrease in muscle strength [1]. In concentric movements the greatest efficiency will be with the load up to 60% 1RM.

**Conclusions**

1. The flexion movement was performed symmetrically independently of the barbell load.
2. The extension movement was performed symmetrically only with 40%1RM, with 60% 1RM, 80%1RM and 95%1RM the movement was asymmetrical.
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